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The world’s addiction to oil 
threatens security, erodes 

prosperity, and jeopardizes 
our children’s future. The 

‘Algae Fuel Prize’ will inspire 
competitors from around the 

world to develop radically 
advanced, sustainable 

alternatives to petroleum.

I.  What Is the  
‘Algae Fuel Prize’?

II. Why a Prize?

III. Why Now?

IV. Why Algae?

V.  How Will the Prize 
Competition Work?

VI.  How Will the Prize  
Be Financed?

VII.  Who Will Administer  
the Prize?
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1st Generation
Produced from food

2nd Generation
Produced from cellulose

3rd Generation
Produced synthetically 

or from algae
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What is the Algae Fuel Prize?
®

radically advanced, resource efficient

MegaPrize

the most finished renewable diesel fuel per acre of land 

Championship Racing Prize Series

the greatest number of 
laps while averaging a speed faster than 100 miles per hour 

, 
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II. Why a Prize?

Inducement prizes are powerful tools for 
progress. They “aim innovation” where needed, 
motivating the world’s best minds to tackle 
pressing problems.

1714

The Longitude 
Act revolutionized 
navigation and 
time

1791

The French 
Academy Prize 
revolutionized 
Chemical 
Engineering

1927

The Orteig Prize 
(Charles Lindbergh) 
revolutionized 
Aviation

1992

The Golden 
Carrot Prize 
revolutionized 
Energy Efficiency

2004

The Ansari X PRIZE 
revolutionized 
Personal 
Space Flight

Offer a large enough prize 
with clear rules and you 
can achieve a solution to 
almost any problem.
Peter Diamandis, 
Chairman 
X PRIZE Foundation
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III. Why Now?

Supply shortages. Climate change. War in the Middle East. A renewable fuels 
breakthrough is urgently needed to address these crises and enable decentralized, 
sustainable fuel production.                                                                                                        

all

The Problems Are Growing Worse

The demand for petroleum is exploding

Supply is constrained, 

Global warming is nearing crisis

The Result Could Be Catastrophic

Global security is at stake

The environment is at risk. 

A planet-wide depression is likely.

Millions of Chinese dream of driving 
their own automobiles

Even if oil demand was 
to remain flat to 2030, 45 
million barrels per day of 
gross capacity — roughly 
four times the current 
capacity of Saudi Arabia 
— would need to be built 
by 2030 just to offset the 
effect of oil-field decline.
Nobuo Tanaka, 
Executive Director, 
International Energy 
Agency (IEA), 11/08

World Oil Production  1900 – 2080
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Some experts believe oil production may soon 
drop, leading to rising prices, crashing economies 
and oil wars.
Petroconsultants of Geneva
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Current Renewable Fuel Approaches Are Not Good Enough

2

Energy inefficient.

Water inefficient.

 Climate inefficient.

Food vs. fuel.

Fuel vs. rainforests.

1st generation renewable fuels use inefficient, 
problematic feedstocks, such as corn.

The growth of 1st generation renewable fuel 
crops helps push cattle farming to the rainforest, 
spurring deforestation
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IV. Why Algae?

No known feedstock for renewable fuels has as much productive, greenhouse gas 
reducing, and scalable potential as algae.

Tremendous Potential Exists…

2

2

2

The projected amount of land required to replace 50% of the 
current U.S. petroleum diesel demand using corn (in yellow), 
soybean (in grey), and algae (in green).   Source: Chevron

There is “enough waste 
CO2 available in the 
states where climate 
conditions [are] suitable 
to support 2 to 7 quads 
of [algal] fuel production 
annually.”
Department of Energy,
Report on biodiesel 
from algae, July 1998
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…But Significant Challenges Remain

Are vertical bioreactors like these the way to 
go, or are open pond systems superior?

Which algal species can yield the most fuel, in 
diverse climates, while resisting invasive species?

Is centrifugation the best way to harvest algae, 
or can more efficient methods be developed to 
separate algae from water?
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V. How Will the Prize Work?
Teams from all over the world will compete to meet ambitious targets. The winners 
receive millions of dollars, enormous publicity, the praise of the world, and potential 
future revenues and royalties from commercializing the technology.

MegaPrize

the 
most finished renewable diesel fuel per acre of land

Constraints

on 
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Verification

total amount of fuel

total amount of energy

cost per gallon

Supporting Components

Teams, particularly the winners, may be confiden-
tially audited to ensure prize criteria are met 

Supporting components to the MegaPrize 
competition could have lower barriers to entry, 
facilitate collaboration, and create excitement.
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Championship Racing Prize Series

the greatest number of laps while averaging a 
speed faster than 100 miles per hour

The Art And Science Of Inducement Prizes
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Rewarding production level.

Energy inputs and efficiency.

Rewarding resource efficiency.

Blend 50-50 with petroleum diesel.

 Power a showroom-ready vehicle.

Rapidly growing demand 
for biofuel feedstocks has 
con-tributed to higher 
food prices, threatening 
the food security of poor 
net food buyers in both 
urban and rural areas.’
Food and Agriculture 

United Nations, 2008

The beauty of bioenergy 
is that production can be 
tailored to local environ-
ments and energy needs.
Gustavo Best, Energy 
Coordinator, UN 
Food & Agriculture 
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Definitions 
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VI. How Will the Prize be Financed?

The Algae Fuel Prize will be financed by sponsorships, donations and Advance Market 
Commitments. In addition, Prize Capital has created an innovative mechanism to attract 
funding for the competitors.

Sponsorships and Donations

Sponsorships

Donations

Advance Market Commitments (AMCs)

$17 trillion in energy 
investments will be 
needed in the next 25 
years. New players are 
stepping forward. They 
hunger for ideas.
Martin Rosenberg, 
Editor-in-Chief, 
EnergyBiz Magazine, 
March 2006
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Investment Funds

Companion investment funds. 

Algae Fuel
Fund

Startup

Lab
Investor Small Cap

Mid Cap
$

$ $ $
$

Benefits to competitors.
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VI. Who Will Administer the Prize?
 To ensure impartiality, Prize Capital hands off administration of the prize to a non-profit 
organization and helps them raise the money to launch and operate the competition. 
Prize Capital retains control over the investment vehicle.

The Expert Panel of Advisors

If Chinese wanted to live 
like Americans, we would 
need the resources of 
four worlds to do so.
Liang Congie, Chinese
environmentalist,
Financial Times,
May 25, 2004
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The Algae Fuel Prize Team

Each passing day brings 
yet more evidence we 
are facing a planetary 
emergency. We can 
change this by inventing 
and manufacturing new 
solutions to stop global 
warming.
Former U.S. 
Vice President Al Gore
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Contact Information

1616 Camino Del Mar

Del Mar, CA 92014 


